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Summary

Written for the book titles comment_fic prompt: "Any, Any, Cowboy Cop (Lori Wilde
and Kristin Eckhardt)"

Cowboy Bebop fusion.

Notes

For Brumeier

See the end of the work for more notes

“You a cop or a cowboy?”

The man standing in front of Jinwoo, hands raised, was wearing an impeccably-cut
suit. His shirt was so white it glowed, and beneath the loosened tie it was unbuttoned
a bit too much for propriety, but then Jinwoo knew that this guy - one Cha Eunwoo,
wanted by the police on two planets and four different satellites - used his stunning
good looks as one of his primary weapons.

And he was stunning.

He was also dangerous. Even though he hadn’t killed anyone, he’d talked his way
into some of the scariest syndicate dens and billionaire homes, and he’d walked out
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with everything from the cash box to the family jewels to seeds for a plant that were
the basis of a very rare, very expensive drug. He didn’t hesitate to pick locks, steal
weapons, drop bombs, and lace things with minor poisons to get his jobs done.

And he was worth a whopping eight million woolongs.

“Just a humble bounty hunter,” Jinwoo said, his aim with his pistol unwavering.

Where the hell was the rest of the crew?

Moon Bin was damn hot-headed, and he’d gotten wind of his old flame, Minhyuk or
Minjae or Mingyu or something, and gone off running, because Bin and his lover had
both been tangled up in the syndicate, and it had left Bin nearly dead and - worse -
broken-hearted. Chances of Bin coming to Jinwoo’s aid weren’t great.

But what about Myungjun, the wild child-like hacker, and his annoying super-genius
cat Kkiyoong, or maybe even Sanha, the cute little grifter who’d stab a man before
he’d kiss him?

Sanha was supposed to be on standby in his starship.

But Jinwoo couldn’t reach for his radio to find out where the rest of the crew of the
Future Pop was.

Cha Eunwoo tilted his head, showing off the long, pale line of his neck. “So you’re a
cowboy. But you talk like a cop.”

Jinwoo had done a long stint with the ISSP before he’d been cut from the force - and
had his arm cut off.

“Just being polite. If you’ll come with me, Cha Eunwoo-ssi, I’ll make sure you’re
delivered to the Ganymede Police unharmed.” Jinwoo still had a couple friends on
the force who’d make sure the deductions from the bounty weren’t too exorbitant.

“He used to be a cop,” Sanha said, appearing behind Cha Eunwoo, pistol at the
ready.

Cha Eunwoo arched an eyebrow. “Now, there’s an interesting story. Tell you what,
cowboy cop, if you save me from the Ganymede Police, I’ll cut you in on a much
bigger bounty.”

“You’re not a bounty hunter,” Jinwoo said.

Sanha said, “I can shoot him in the leg. That way he’ll still be able to answer
questions at the police station.”

Jinwoo sighed. “For the last time, leg shots are about on par with center mass shots
on fatality rates. Have you never heard of the femoral artery?”

Cha Eunwoo said, “I know where the Book of All Stars is.”

Jinwoo raised his eyebrows. Sanha nearly dropped his gun. The Book of All Stars
was worth an easy fifty million woolongs if it was returned to its rightful owner, who
was allegedly one Dr. Lee Dongyoung, the creator of the space gates.

It was Myungjun who said, over the radio, “There are no physical copies of the Book
of All Stars. He’s lying.”



Cha Eunwoo reached up and tugged the collar of his shirt aside further, revealing a
fine tracery of ink on his skin. His tattoos weren’t ordinary patterns, though. They
were words.

The words were in his skin.

As Jinwoo watched, the ink moved.

Cha Eunwoo said, “I was holding the book when the space gate exploded.”

Jinwoo remembered another space gate explosion victim he’d encountered, a boy
who hadn’t aged for three decades, a boy who’d played beautiful harmonica blues.

Jinwoo nodded at Sanha. “All right. It’s a deal.”

Sanha pounced on Cha Eunwoo and flipped him to the ground.

Cha Eunwoo tried to struggle, but then Kkiyoong was in the fray, claws out, yowling
and scratching till Cha Eunwoo subsided.

Moon Bin arrived at the last second, dragging a dark-eyed man with him, a lean,
strong man who leaped into the fray with no questions asked and helped pin Cha
Eunwoo to the ground till Bin was there to help haul him to his feet, and together the
three men frog-marched Cha Eunwoo back to the Future Pop.

Hours later, Jinwoo sat opposite Cha Eunwoo, who was wearing a pair of Bin’s
sweatpants and one of Myungjun’s brightly-colored hoodies.

“Dr. Lee Dongyoung is your father?”

“My real name is Lee Dongmin.”

“And you’re just going to give up the contents of the Book of All Stars?”

“It’s time we unravel the problem of exploding space gates. Maybe we can undo the
harm that the first gate caused.” Lee Dongmin clutched the collar of the hoodie
closed, but Jinwoo could see black ink marching around his wrists like living
bracelets.

“First gate?”

“There were more. So many more.” Dongmin ran a finger up the side of his own
throat, and a smattering of words followed.

“So, how do we turn this book in to the authorities? Without them locking you in a
lab.” Jinwoo studied Dongmin.

Up close, he was still stunningly handsome, but he also looked tired, as tired as
Jinwoo felt from chasing all over the galaxy for two-bit criminals.

Dongmin bit his lip, and then he peeled off the hoodie and the t-shirt beneath in one
fell swoop. Ink danced up and down his chest, swirled across his ribs, circled his
navel.

“You have to write it all down.”

Jinwoo stared at him. “How long will this take?”



“A very long time,” Dongmin said. “I tried to do it myself, but I can’t focus on
maintaining the words and also writing.”

Jinwoo took a deep breath. Then he tapped his radio. “Hey, Moon Bin, you and your
man gonna head into town for some supplies?”

“Need lube and rubbers. Why?”

“Get some notebooks and pens. Lots of them.”

Moon Bin laughed. “What, you gonna draw Cha Eunwoo like one of your French
girls?”

“I can draw,” Myungjun said, in the background.

Belatedly, Jinwoo remembered that Dongmin was also on the radio system and could
hear everything being said.

“Just get the damn supplies.”

Moon Bin laughed before the sound cut off, and Sanha said, “Ew. They’re kissing.
Get a room, hyung!”

Myungjun said, “You want me to draw you a French girl, Jinwoo-ya?”

Jinwoo buried his face in his hands. “No, thank you, Myungjun. You and Sanha make
sure Kkiyoong is fed properly. Bin, Bin’s scary boyfriend, stop scandalizing the kids.”

“I’m the oldest,” Myungjun said.

“Notebooks and pens, dammit!”

There was more laughter, and then Jinwoo heard the metal clambering of departing
footsteps.

Jinwoo dared to peer between his fingers at Dongmin, who looked amused.

“You got a giant sapphire necklace for me to pose with?” Dongmin asked.

Jinwoo sighed. “Of course you understand that reference.”

“DiCaprio is one of my favorite actors.” Dongmin reached out, caught Jinwoo’s wrist,
and pulled him close. He placed Jinwoo’s hand on his ribs. “Start here, cowboy cop.”

“My name is Park Jinwoo, and I’m a bounty hunter,” he said, a little breathlessly.

Dongmin smirked and said, “Save a horse, ride a cowboy,” and pulled Jinwoo even
closer.

A moment later, the door hissed open, and Sanha said, “Ew! They’re kissing.”

End Notes



Title from the lyrics of The Real Folk Blues, which is the ending theme to Cowboy
Bebop

And yes this has "spoilers" for the anime but honestly at this point the anime is as
old as Moon Bin I don't think spoiler warnings are really needed (haven't seen
enough of the live action show to know whether this spoils any of it).

Please drop by the archive and comment to let the author know if you enjoyed their work!
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